
How You See Me, How You Don’t

Iteration 1 -

Idea: A new way of presenting information about people’s skills that matches skills with employers’

needs to overcome the structural barriers to recruitment to and retention of employment for

neurodivergent candidates, and to remove the difficulties of executive function associated with

application

Mechanics – a web-based interface asks very simple questions about an employer’s needs and the

accommodations they are willing to make, which interacts with a “back office” of a person’s skills so

as to produce a custom document that shows

 Which skills match which requirements, producing a “skills profile” relevant to the job (in the

form of one of those “points on concentric circles” diagrams

 What accommodations are needed if any in relation to each skill so that employers can

empower their workforce and be proactive about accessibility

 What is the best way to ask candidates to demonstrate proficiency in relation to each skill

(written answer, pre=prepared presentation, interview, webchat etc). This can also include

evidence of skills to avoid the need for testing (such as links to a design project or a paper as

well as qualifications)

How it works

Those looking for work would:

 Compile elements within a structured database by answering questions (how would we

make this so it required less executive function than a regular CV) about

o their preferred method of working

o their accommodations and needs

o their skills (prompted)

o examples of those skills and how they would like to be tested on them (again,

suitable prompts to avoid executive function issues)

 Send the interface link to employers who would then answer the set questions about their

requirements so as to pull through bits of information from the database

Potential employers would (if they’re not willing to take this step they are not going to be up for

making the kind of accommodations they need to):

 Complete some very simple questions such as “which of the following skills do you need?”,

“which of the following kinds of accommodation is your organization able to make in

relation to this post?”

There would need to be free text possibilities to allow for specific qualifications etc if necessary, but

these kept to a minimum (because answering open-ended questions is what we’re trying to

minimise)

Applicant would get to review the “pulled through” document and edit then submit

If successful, a support plan would be auto-generated



Iteration 2

Key questions

- When we look at the skills that employers want and the skills that people can offer, is there

a mismatch?

- If so, is that mismatch the result of language?

- If there is a language problem (company wants “something jargonese” and person has a skill

of “really good at pie charts”) is this a problem that could be solved by some kind of

translation in the interface? That is to say, company is able to ask for “xyz” and this is

presented to applicant as “abc” and when applicant’s “abc” goes back to company they see

it as “xyz”

o Would this be helpful or would it actually avoid tackling the problem because

potential employers need to be more open to people’s actual language and this

might teach them that they needn’t do any of that labour?

- Should potential employers be asked what problems they want solving/tasks they want

doing as opposed to what skills they want, so as to avoid bias about “what they think they

need?”

- When a person enters something into the database, would it be helpful if

o They were asked for a skill and could enter in response to a prompt, or would this

cause problems with trying to figure out what the question is “actually” asking?

o Would it be better to be given free text, and then given a list of different, multiple

ways of tagging that text to indicate the areas in which it would be useful to

employers (ultimately could there be “intelligent prompts” as to possible

categories?)

o There was a mix of the two, so that you know what the skills areas are but can 1.

Add other areas and 2. Can enter free text prompted by those categories, and then

tag it multiple times?



Iteration 3

At this stage, several parts are still vague, but the intention is to provide a skeleton for how things

would actually work

Workflow

advert

Applicant

sends the tool

to the

employer

Employer selects criteria

they require and submits

to system

database

Applicant fills in

their skills and

needs

Applicant receives a

customised CV that

they can edit and

submit

Employer received CV,

and “interviews”

If employed, a support plan is

generated, that serves as a

commitment by the employer.

Items marked “pre-start” must

be done before applicant starts



Annexe 1 – the employer-facing portal might ask for information in a format like this. Column 2’s

yes/no answers would compile the “essential criteria” from column 1 that would pull through the

appropriate CV. If there are particular reasons to doubt the accessibility of requiring a skill, a note

could ask employers to confirm if this is really necessary, and not let them include it unless they also

enter, in column 5, an explanation of what they “really” mean

1. Skill 2. Neede
d?

3. Accessibility
note

4. Note
acknowl
edged

5. Export 6. rank

teamwork y/n Many autistic people
have difficulties with
face to face social
interaction. Do you
really need
“teamwork” for this
job? If you tick yes,
please enter text in
the export box
explaining what you
mean by “teamwork”
as well as noting
accommodations you
would be prepared to
make so that
applicants can make
an informed decision
as to whether this role
is accessible for them.

y/n Enter text Rank how
important
this skill is
compared
to the
others

Report
Writing

y/n



Annexe 2 – applicants might enter data through a portal like this, one bit at a time so as to make it

less overwhelming (but with a list of “1st lines” of things entered so far at the bottom so that they

don’t lose track of where they are). They would enter

a. Skills data

Skill examples Demonstrate by tags

Here you
would
enter
information
about a
skill you
possess

Here you would be able to explain
that skill, give examples in text
that illustrate how you have used
it, and provide links to anywhere
online that may illustrate, for
example, a project you have been
involved in (there could be an
upload button for photos, reports,
essays etc)

Rank in order as
many of these as
you would be happy
with, indicating how
you would like the
prospective
employer to assess
your skill

- Interview
- Pre-

prepared
work

- Task carried
out at home

- Task carried
out on site

- Materials
provided
here

Here you would tag the
categories under which
you would like this skill
to appear – that way,
when an employer asks
for the tagged skill,
everything with that
tag will be pulled
together. You can tag
as many times as
possible. If an
employer has
requested more than
one skill that you have
used as a tag for
something, it will
appear under that skill
ranked highest by the
employer, with a note
saying “also…”

- Written
communication

- IT skills

After each there will be
a “what does this
mean?” button – if you
click the button, it
would explain in non-
jargon what an
employer is usually
looking for when they
reference that skill



b. Accommodation data

Adaption needed When and where needed Skills affected

List an adaptation you need
here, such as non-fluorescent
lighting or freedom to wear
headphones

A list (with an “other” box) of
environments and situations
to which this applies such as
“office”

A list of the skills that you can
tag – that way if an employer
asks for this skill, the
associated accommodation (IT
skills might be tagged under
“non-glare monitor” for
example) will be pulled into
the CV automatically so that
you can decide to include it or
not

Annexe 3 – applicants would see the CV that the employer criteria have compiled before submitting

it. It should be as complete as possible at this stage, with only a few customisations left in order to

make it ready. At this stage they would see “additional notes” that would include

- Requests for specific qualifications

- “explanation notes” (column 5 in Annexe 1) that explain exactly what employers mean by

potentially exclusionary criteria so that applicants can decide whether the job is accessible

or not. They could tick to say they acknowledge the note. Any accommodation they have

asked for in relation to this criterion in their database would also be pulled through as part

of the CV (and could be edited at this point). If employers list an accommodation they would

make in these notes, or accept an accommodation note from the applicant, this would then

become a commitment and be included in the “support plan” generated by the system upon

appointment.


